
                                                                                       

Week Two Visual Journal Assignment  {free sketchbook we gave you}
Using your scissors, x-acto knife, glue stick, ruler & photocopies of or pages from magazines/
newspapers/found text {pictures are ok, but use non-objective sections of pictures only.} You will create 
FOUR compositions in your Visual Journal which will explore & successfully address emphasis/focal point 
and balance using non-objective shapes {shapes that do not represent anything} cut from black and white 
magazine or photocopies. 
1. Find interesting areas of images in magazines, books, newspapers, etc. Do not focus on representation 

or color, instead look for value, shape and texture. You should connect enough material to complete all 
four compositions. 

2. When photocopying, you should experiment with enlarging, shrinking, making lighter or darker copies.
3. The format for each collage will be one full page in your VJ. So this assignment will take up four 

separate pages in your visual journal & will remain inside your visual journal.  Do not create collages on 
the same page/back to back. 

4.  Organize, refine and edit your collage composition before gluing any part of it inside your VJ.
5. For the first composition, use any combination of size, value, texture or variation of shapes to create a 

composition with a distinct focal point. Research {in your textbook} and choose one of the three ways 
to achieve emphasis - by contrast, by isolation or by placement. 

6. For the second composition, use any combination of size, value, texture or variation of shapes to 
create a symmetrically balanced composition. Strive for an interesting composition that is a mirror 
image of the other half.

7. For the third composition, use one of more of your shapes to create a composition that demonstrates 
asymmetrical balance. You may vary size.and or value and use your shape(s) as often as you like. 
Again, review your textbook and choose one of the three ways to achieve asymmetrical balance - by 
value or shape or by position and eye direction. Carefully refine the sizes, positions and relationships of 
the shapes to develop an interesting, coherent collaged composition. 

8. For the fourth and final composition within your visual journal, use any combination of size, value, 
texture or variation of shapes to create a radically balanced composition. This should not be a big 
swirly mess - strive for careful craft and some sense of order of balance and visual interest. Keep in 
mind that radial balance can be either symmetrical or asymmetrical.  

9. Neatly & carefully paste down your four collaged compositions and label each on the back identifying 
which solution is it {focal point, symmetrical balance, asymmetrical balance, radial balance}. Keep the 
paper in your visual journal neat and free from any dirty glue or fingerprints. You may want to use wax 
paper to separate/avoid pages from sticking together. 

THIS IS DUE NEXT WEEK {at the end of week three; space studio} DURING 
VISUAL JOURNAL CHECKPOINT #1. 
In order to earn your grade, you will want to make sure:
- both week one & week two VJ assignments are complete
- all VJ questions to address on project handouts have been addressed/completed
- all in studio/lecture notes, sketches, research and reflections are complete
- VJ is neat, organized {in some way}  
- NAME on front {clearly, so we know who you are!}
- ALL WASH handouts are neatly attached {including your thumbnails}
__________________________________________________________ turn me over 

 Ideas are often ruined by poor craftsmanship.
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What is DUE NEXT WEEK? {Read handouts...all DEADLINE information 
time/date is there & your calendar is super clear about everything}
:: SURFACE {p1} phase two is due at the start of surface. We will install 
during studio. Arriving late will earn you a zero on this phase of the project.
:: SPACE {p2} TWO hybrid polished proposals on bristol; your blue print for 
the cardboard hybrid project. Add text & make things very clear. We will be 
hanging these at the start of space studio. Arriving late will earn you a zero 
on this phase of the project. BRING YOUR OBJECT to space studio!
:: VJ checkpoint #1 at the end of the week, during space studio. 
:: LECTURE Presentations phase one starts on Friday {1.29} Make sure 
you have your digital visuals saved as a PDF file & turned into the library 
computer the studio prior to your presentation!!!
:: LECTURE Keep up with your weekly reading assignments & continue 
researching your contemporary artist!
:: Get in the habit of reading/re-reading WASH handouts; highlight what is 
due; make your own lists based on all of the information we give you!

Materials needed ASAP? {being prepared = fun}
:: ALL supplies listed on material list; especially all highlighted materials
:: Textbook 
:: CARDBOARD!!!  

Lost? {we know stuff...ask us!!}
:: Email a process image of your work + we will tell you if you are on the 
right track. We will respond within 24 hours. Do not wait until the last 
minute {!!!}
:: Hunt thru our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling} NOT straight up 
copying!
:: Contact your table team {stay connected!!!}
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